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Sunday, March 26, 2017 

“The Tipping Point?” 
Revelation 9 

Introduction – BLANK1  

 Visual experiment on stage…Finding the tipping point 

 The main variables = how far I move away from the centre and how much 

pressure is applied to other side.   

 In these middle chapters of Revelation God applying increasing pressure in 

his search for people’s tipping point (increasing intensity, urgency and agony).  

 Watershed moments and decisions (e.g. Lot, David,  

 God always has a redemptive plan… 

 
Biblical Contact   

 Brief review of where we are: 4/7ths of our way through the second cycle of 

sevens which is grouped like the first seven seals into 4, 2, and 1.  In this 

case there is advance warning that these last three trumpets (trumpets = 

attention getters in that culture), turn up the heat since they are introduced as 

“woes”.  “Woe” = an exclamation of grief (a funeral word) 

 N.B. “the inhabitants of the earth” in Revelation = humanity “in its hostility to 

God”Mounce,159 and opposed to His ways (310; 813; 1110; 138,14; 172,8) 

 Read Revelation 9 

 
Structural Contact 

A) Fifth Trumpet: a Scorpion-Like Locust Plague SLIDE3 

1) Their Origin  SLIDE4 

 “the Abyss” (abyssos = “very deep” or “bottomless”) – used 9x in the 
NT, all except oneLk.8:31 in Revelation (cf. 201).  The place, the smoke 
and resulting darkness do what ominous music does… (e.g. Imperial March) 

 

 Ancient cosmology = a kind of three-storied universe where “the 
heavens” are above “the earth” and “the Abyss” is under the earth in 
some way (fiery place…think volcanic eruptions), the underworld and home 
to the demonic forces (cf. Rev. 201).  In 911 we are told who “they had as 
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king over them” (Read v.11)  Apollyon may well be a derogatory 
reference to the Greek god Apollo and those emperors, like Domitian 
for example, who claimed a special relationship to him (Domitian liked to 

be regarded as the incarnation of Apollo).Mounce,198 
 

 Why “locusts”?  Echoes of the 8th Exodus plagueEx.10 that decimated 
their food supplies (Pharaoh’s officials said to him, “…Do you not yet realize 

that Egypt is ruined?”—107).  Echoes of the “locust” invasion in the 
prophet Joel’s day (12-211). SLIDE5   May have literal1 or a symbolic 
description of an enemy army invasion.2 (= “the day of the Lord”).   

 

 Either way what is envisioned is utterly destructive Locust Plague Clip 

(“Fifty million of them could occupy a square kilometer and devour as much as 
100,000 tons of vegetation in a single night.”NIV Study Bible).3 

 
2) Their Aim  SLIDE7 = totally unexpected since they are told “not to harm” 

the very thing they would normally devastate (“grass…plant…tree”) and to 

target “only those people who did not have the seal of God on their foreheads.  

They were not allowed to kill them but only to torture them for five months.” 

 “seal of God” = God’s mark of ownership (Holy Spirit—Eph. 113-14) 

 “not allowed to…” = God’s limits (e.g. Job, Jesus, etc.) 

 But the agony they experience is so bad they “seek death” (a mood all 

too common in our time, in a culture of widespread affluence yet despair). 
3) Their Impact (vv.5-11) –  SLIDE8  Up to this point we have learned of the 

origin and mission of the demonic locusts.  Now John expands his 

description of them and their impact.  These long-haired, horse-shaped, 

flying locusts with scorpion tails and golden crownsstephanos above human 

faces with lion’s teeth, have got to be about the most bizarre creatures 

we’ve yet encountered in Revelation.  But remember what genre this is 

(apocalyptic literature) and what its purpose is (to engage our imagination and 

make a lasting impression of the depth and horror of evil—shock therapy; this is closer 

                                      
1
 “The contemporary background may well have been a locust plague in John’s day.” Ewert, Revelation, p. 97. 

2
 See Douglas Stewart, “The Identity of the Invaders” in Hosea-Jonah (WBC), pp. 232-234 who sees it has “the 

description of invading human armies, and hardly characteristic of locusts per se.” p. 233.  Joel uses the same 
kind of human and animal language to describe the locusts (e.g. “a nation has invaded my land, a mighty army 

without number; it has the teeth of a lion, the fangs of a lioness.”—1:6)  Gordon Fee sees Rev. describing an army. 
3
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTOgUjMcQWk  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTOgUjMcQWk
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to Tolkien’s “Lord of the Rings” or George Lucas’ “Star Wars” than a news report).  

The grotesque elements accentuate their demonic character.   

As my former professor Dr. David Ewert reminded us,  

“The Word of God has come to us clothed in the dress of the ancient world….[so 

the] task of modern interpreters of the Bible is like that of a carpenter if the 

carpenter works with meters and centimeters but is given the measurements in 

yards and feet [he] must constantly [convert] one into the other to get it right.”
4
   

 

 E.g. Locusts & scorpions = rare for us (“suffered…like that of the sting of a scorpion” = 

painful but rarely fatal…Bee sting).  These were very appropriate symbols of 

devastation and destruction in that culture and still is in many cultures today.  

Their fearsome appearance and descriptions were proverbial.5  

 “for five months” = the natural life-span of a locust.Mounce Not chronic but 

devastating & humbling (Ex. 10 2“that you may know that I am the LORD… 3How long will 

you refuse to humble yourself before me?”).     
 

 Analogies = diseases like polio, cholera, small pox.  Disasters like an earthquake or 

flood or fire that rips through homes or businesses and consumes everything 

overnight.  Addictions that enslave and destroy in new & fatal ways (e.g. fentanyl) 

 Evil has many sinister and unnatural formsEwert,97 (the demonic forms of torture, the 

horrors of war, think of the terrible perversions of sex fuel by pornography—“porn 

literally rewires the brain, creating neural pathways that change how users understand the 

world…porn warps how men and women see each other….[Our] whole society suffers, as 

ours is now, paying for it in countless broken families and lives.”
6   (“Over 18” film event) 

 What does it take to find the tipping point, to tilt godless people and society 

away from their deadly pursuits and addictions (e.g. AA’s first three steps =  

 We admitted we were powerless over alcohol - that our lives had become unmanageable. ... 

 Came to believe that a power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity. ... 

 Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God… 

 

B) Sixth Trumpet: deadly mounted troops   SLIDE10 

                                      
4
 David Ewert, How to Understand the Bible, p. 138. 

5
 An Arabian proverb that the locust has a head like a horse, a breast like a lion, feet like a camel, 

body like a serpent, and antennae like the hair of a maiden.  The word for locust in German 

(Heupferd, hay-horse) and in Italian (cavalletta, little horse) also reflects this.  See Mounce, Revelation, p. 196.   
6
 “An Equal Opportunity Destroyer” in Christianity Today (September 2010, p.71). 
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We may think that with the release of the demonic locusts the plagues 

have been exhausted, but there are two more woes/trumpets to come with an 

even greater intensity and severity (Progression: 1st = Earth; 2nd = Sea; 3rd = 

Rivers/springs; 4th = Sky; 5th = people suffer; 6th = people die).  With the sixth 

trumpet a voice is heard from the golden altar that is before God (angel-priest of 

85?Mounce Or more likely the prayers themselves—cf. 69).  

What is made very clear in v. 15 is that God restrains the powers of evil 

until he deems them ready to be released.  What happens also incorporates and 

addresses the prayers of God’s people.  What are they praying for we might 

wonder?6:9  For justice.18:20  For God to exercise his role as “the Judge of all the 

earth”Gen.18:25 who will do what is right & make all things right. 

One way he does this is to allow oppressors to be oppressed, to allow the 

violent to get it as bad as they gave it.  What Revelation is showing & telling us 

is that without God restraining the physical and moral chaos, “the spiral of sin 

and violence eventually gives way to chaos on a cosmic level, beyond what 

mortals can control.”7   SLIDE11 

1) Origin – To convey this, John’s literary palate draws on imagery from secular 

and sacred sources of his day (e.g. in Isa. 85-8 the invading armies of Assyria are 

pictures as a mighty flood from the north/Euphrates; Rome feared the fierce long-haired 

Parthian warriors on horseback from the north).  Yet the overall picture he paints of 

fantastic proportions is uniquely his own (e.g. 200 million demonic horsemen; 

breastplates that match the fire, smoke and sulphur coming out of their mouths).  In 

contrast to their predecessors in the fifth trumpet9:5 these terrifying invaders 

are lethal—a plague of death for one-third of the world.  Mass killings of 

certain populations happened in John’s day, and our own contemporary 

histories of gas chambers and death camps and ethnic cleansings and civil 

wars continue unabated.   

                                      
7
 Nelson J. Kraybill, Apocalypse and Allegiance, p. 121. 
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So while a commentator’s “reference to a Time article which reports the 

People’s Republic of China as having a militia of 200 million people is interesting 

[it is of] no special help”8 in identifying the army of which John speaks.  Why, 

because his numbers are symbols, not statistics (10,000 x 10,000 doubled = 

beyond number; 1/3 of the world’s people = massive and horrific.), given to expose 

horrific realities then and now especially with our state of the art killing machines 

that make the stuff of nightmares happen in real life and death.  I can’t help but 

think that the person who said “War is hell” provided accurate commentary on 

the point being made in this chapter. SLIDE12 

2) Aim – Rather than misguidedly looking for the one ancient or modern army 

that “fits” this vision, we are being taught to see the ongoing pattern in God’s 

judgments (past & present) and heed the warnings before we destroy the whole 

world with our demonic-like greed and aggression.  There is divine judgment 

upon a horribly corrupt civilization like that described for us in vv.20-21.  A 

shocking image of hard-heartedness (“Everything breaks, except the heart of man.”)
9 

 Totally deaf to the magnitude of this trumpet warning… 

 A white knuckle grip on the idolatries & addictions that are killing them.  

 How can people become so deluded, so lost, so hell-bent?   

3) Impact  SLIDE13  - Each part of the Bible is useful for teaching2Tim3:16 but 

different passages are useful for different circumstances.  “This chapter is not 

likely to comfort the grief stricken or the lonely, but it is useful for shaking us from 

our complacency.”
Keener 

The sounding of these trumpets and woes can seem like a series of 

unrelieved judgment and destruction. But there are signs of grace in these 

cosmic Exodus like plagues. I wonder if you spotted them? 

 Limits & still aiming for repentance…  

 God is looking and working towards the tipping point… 

                                      
8
 Mounce, Revelation, p. 201. 

9
 Quoted by David Ewert, The Church Under Fire: Studies in Revelation, p. 99. 
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“Truly it is an evil to be full of faults,” said Pascal, “but it is a still greater evil 

to be full of them, and to be unwilling to recognize them.”  There are two groups of 

people in this world, but they cannot be divided into the “good” and the “bad” or 

the “guilty” and the “innocent as many people think.  Everyone is guilty, but the 

divide is between those who admit it and seek to change and those who won’t 

(John 81-11 & pastor Paul Cumin’s reflections on searching for heroes and finding some 

in the older people who dropped their stones first…Gave up stone throwing for Lent). 

God is not looking for the destruction point.  He’s looking for the tipping 

point corporately and personally.  It doesn’t feel like “grace” at the time, but it is. 

 
Implications & Applications  

  SLIDE14 – Today, this moment could be your/my tipping point. 

 Nursing a grudge…Being shocked at the depths of my hatred! 

 Clinging to a job for my security (“the work of my hands” had become 

my primary source of identity and security…Need to be detached…)  

 “Failure won’t kill you”…But I wasn’t about to take any chances… 

 
Q – Why wait for a better time than this to change? 
 

 


